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The song a robin sings through

The song, the song a robin sings through

years of endless springs, The

years of endless springs, the

years of endless springs, The

years of endless springs, The

years of endless springs, The

mur - mur of a brook at e - ven tide, That

mur - mur of a brook at e - ven tide, That

mur - mur of a brook at e - ven tide, That

mur - mur of a brook at e - ven tide, That

rip - ples by a nook where two lov - ers hide. A

rip - ples by a nook where two lov - ers hide. A

rip - ples by a nook where two lov - ers hide. A

rip - ples by a nook where two lov - ers hide. A

great sym - phon - ie theme, that's Stel - la by

great sym - phon - ie theme, that's Stel - la by

great, a great sym - phon - ie theme, that's Stel -
star—light and not a dream. My

heart and I a—gree she's ev’ry thing

heart, my heart and I a—gree, a—gree she's ev’ry thing

_ on earth to me. A

_ on earth to me. A

_ on earth to me. A
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